
 

 

BASIC INFORMATION ON BOAT RENTAL 

 

How to book a boat? 

There are two ways to book a boat. If you are not sure what you want and this is your first time 

renting a boat, it would be best to call us or send us an email with all the necessary information. This 

information includes the number of people on board, whether you have a valid navigation license, 

desired destinations, departure point, boat rental and all possible requirements. We will contact you 

with an offer for you. 

To confirm your reservation, you will be required to pay 50% of the rental price, while the rest of the 

amount should be covered before the field. In addition to the basic boarding services, we can also 

offer you the organization of transfers, additional equipment, skipper, hostess or similar. 

If you know what kind of boat you want to rent, you can consult our database and send us the exact 

request in relation to a particular boat or period. Then follow the above procedures. 

Arrival at the base 

The long-awaited moment has arrived when your vacation on a chartered boat begins. Regular pick-

up of the vessel is scheduled from 08.00, and return until 19.00. 

Upon arrival at the charter base, you first go to the office of the charter company where the last 

paperwork is handled. You should definitely have with you and show personal documentation, 

original skipper's license, pay the agreed security deposit. 

It is also very important that you announce in advance the time of your arrival at the base, in order to 

adjust the time of handover of the vessel. 

Boat check-in 

Once you have done the paperwork in the office, you go on board with one employee. Together you 

check the correctness of the rental boat and its equipment, as well as the amount of fuel. Be 

thorough, so that any shortcomings or problems are resolved before departure, so as not to cause 

unwanted difficulties or problems later. If all goes well, you can set sail. Contacts for technical 

support and possible interventions are available to you during the boat rental. Any possible problem, 

damage or malfunction of the vessel must be reported immediately to the responsible person. 

Return of the vessel 

Return to the base is mandatory until 19.00. We recommend that you refill the fuel tank before 

returning or we can calculate consumption later on return. At the check-out you pass the control of 

the vessel again and the condition should be the same as when taking over the vessel. In case of 

damage, defects, damage or possible problems during the voyage, the costs incurred are charged 

from the security deposit. Keep in mind that you may have to pay more if the damage to the boat can 

not cover the security deposit. 


